Chairman: Irene Engard
Vice Chair: Becky Valdez

ocninetynines@gmail.com

OC99s website: http://oc99.sws99s.org/new

February 2016
Feb 3 Business Meeting, Signature 7 pm
Feb 10 General Meeting— 6:30
White Elephant Auction—
Start collecting your goodies that need
to be “re-homed” for a great cause
(supporting scholarships).
March 2 Business Meeting, Signature 7pm
March 10-12 WAI Conference - Nashville
March 12 General Meeting—Saturday 11-2
Hangar Party at Julie McCoy’s hangar
March 26 IFR Refresher Clinic—Admin Bldg
Speaker: Michael Church
Host: OC Chapter
Apr 22-24—Spring Section Meeting
Flabob Airport/Riverside
July 5-10 International Conference—
Ottawa, Canada
https://www.99sottawa2016.com/overview.php

OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

Secretary: Carol Bennett
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

OC 99s Facebook page: facebook.com/OC99s

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 10th IS
WHITE ELEPHANT TIME!
Join the Fun! Our White Elephant Sale
is guaranteed to make you laugh while
raising money for our chapter to support
scholarships and educational activities.
For those of you who are new to our
chapter, a White Elephant is an idiom for a valuable but
burdensome possession in search of a new home.
Check your closets, drawers and attics. Ask friends and
relatives for precious items ready to be re-homed.
Do you have something fabulous that's not your size?
Did you redecorate, leaving clashing things in your closet?
Do you have two of something? Your gently used valuables will
find someone to appreciate them.
Wrap up a couple of your White Elephants; add a smartly
labeled tag that will give a brief but mysterious description of the
item. Poems are good for this. Take some time to create a
rhyme so the Ninety-Nines can ponder your treasure of wonder.
This gives our auctioneer (Pat Prentiss) just enough information
to entice bidding.
No wrapping paper? Pop goodies in grocery bags, or wrap in
old charts.
Funds short? No worries. Watch the fun and giggle along.
Some items go for $2.
Location—Home of Pat Prentiss in Huntington Beach
Watch your e-mail—address & directions will be sent
We really have it easy this month—Pat will be providing all the
snacks for our Hangar Flying. (She claims this makes up for the
missed meetings when she was on the refreshment committee.)
6:30—Yaks and Snacks
7:00—Brief Business Meeting
7:15—The fun begins

Roll ‘em
Because not all of you were able to attend our Movie night—I’m including the
script I wrote. We had the first reading at movie night. I played the roll of
Chairman, CJ was the narrator and Becky played the role of Karen Vaughn. It was
so well received that I’m sitting by my phone, waiting for the call to take this
show on the road.
And yes, we did watch a wonderful historical aviation movie on this HUGE screen
in CJ’s home.

This is the perfect issue to get you excited about our Southwest Section meeting which is April 22-24 at FLABOB. If you can come
play and learn with us from Friday through Saturday evening, you will have a blast! On Saturday we will have airport tours in the
morning, visiting all the vintage aircraft and workshops. Our Business meeting will be held in the afternoon in a hangar on the
field. We will be able to watch the field activity while participating in our Section meeting. Fly over or drive!
To get you ready for the Section Meeting—check out our “non fly-in” and Claudia’s safety article.
So here we are with February just around the corner…..Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Valentine’s Day, Groundhog Day,
Mardi Gras, our sometimes raucous White Elephant Auction/Fundraiser, my annual trip to New Orleans….. We are clearly into a
new year—2016. So many things to look forward to: I’ve just returned from our Southwest Section Winter Workshop
(which WE are hosting next January!). It was held at Hiller Aviation museum on the field at San Carlos Airport. In addition to the
awesome setting, I was surrounded all day with wonderful like-minded women! It makes me so happy to be a 99. Of course I wish
each of you could have been along to learn what I did, meet my long term friends and get to know a few new ones. The energy
was electrifying—in a good way. As the host chapter next year—plan on attending! It will be one day, Saturday, January 28, 2017
from 9am to 4pm. Put it on your calendar now.
Well, that’s all the news from Lake Wobegon, where the women are strong, all the men are good looking and all the children are
above average.*
CUT—It’s a wrap.

Irene

Irene, Diane, Colleen, Becky & CJ, hanging out in the kitchen before
“Showtime”.

CJ, the Narrator, & Irene acting the part.

Vice-Chair, Becky ready for movie
night in her comfortable jammies.

Cheryl, Becky & Shirley sharing some hangar stories.
* Words borrowed from storyteller, Garrison Keillor

“The OC” 99s
Screen Play by Irene Engard
Interior Home of CJ McMullin --- Early Evening
The room is filled with women pilots, figures leaning together in earnest conversation. We can’t make out the words but there is no
doubt what they are talking about……
Enter the Chairman. She looks around surveying the members present. She smiles.
CHAIRMAN
(Excited)……Members
She lets the word resonate and then continues.
CHAIRMAN (CONT’D)
A Chairman’s duty is to recruit members for worthy activities. We have a rewarding mission; to influence young future pilots, if you
should choose to accept it. Mission details are as follows: Thursday January 21, 4-6pm in Laguna Beach.
Two troops of 11-12 year old Girl Scouts.
If this message does not self-destruct in 30 seconds, crumple it up and eat it.
Laughter. We pull back to reveal the raised hands by DIANE MYERS and CAROL BENNETT.
The Orange County Ninety-Nines are gathered around the Chairman, waiting for the next directive. She surveys the group and then
continues.
CHAIRMAN (CONT’D)
I’m pleased to announce our next away mission. Provided the weather gods are in alignment, we shall fly away to Bermuda Dunes
and break bread together. Those who desire to accept this mission, please see COLLEEN HANDRAHAN.
Colleen nods her head and acknowledges the Chairman.
CHAIRMAN (CONT’D)
As we reflect on our community, I am pleased to report that LINDA ELDGRIGE is home from the hospital after a bout with
pneumonia. Do any of you have reports to share?
Chairman looks over the room and notices that KAREN VAUGHN is asking to be acknowledged. Chairman nods.
KAREN
I’m very excited to announce that I have applied for the NASA Astronaut Candidate program. I know I have a good chance to be a
Highly Qualified Candidate and am excited to represent teachers and pilots during this process. The finalists will be announced in
May of 2017.
The room bursts into applause. The verbal celebration continues until Chairman pulls out her bull horn.
CHAIRMAN
We have another cause for celebration. Our hostess, CJ MCMULLIN, please come forward.
CJ moves to the front of the room and stands in wonderment.
CHAIRMAN (CONT’D)
CJ, in front of all our friends, I want to present you with your official Orange County Ninety-Nine name badge. Welcome aboard.
CJ accepts the badge and immediately attaches it to her shirt. She eases back into the crowd.
CHAIRMAN (CONT’D)
I have a challenge for each of you. Here is your mission, should you choose to accept it: Next month is our White Elephant Auction.
Start now to find those “treasures” that need to find a new home. Bring them next month for our sometimes raucous event. And on
that note, I say, Live long and Prosper and ROLL ‘EM.
The scene fades, the room grows dark and the aviation movie begins.

SWS Winter Workshop – Report by Irene Engard, Chapter Chairman
Attending any SWS event is a joy. It’s like going to a class reunion where you get to see so many friends with
whom you have a common bond. Each event that I attend I get to know another 99 just a little bit better.
Here is what I learned:

 We are moving to electronic voting slowly. As a chapter, we will wait until International has it all figured out before we
change our bylaws and standing rules.

 We will have a couple of items to handle at International in Ottawa this July. A request has been submitted to change the
pricing structure for Life Membership. This suggestion is that members with 40 years of consecutive membership be allowed
to buy Life Membership for $500. (Sweet – I’m almost there- 2018).

 We have had a little used class of membership called “Friends of the 99s”. This came about so people could support the 99s
without qualifying for membership. “Friends of the 99s” is becoming a separate 501(c)(3) corporation under our 99s
International corporation. The intent will be the same – allow people/businesses to support the 99s without qualifying for
membership. Less confusion if these supporters are not directly attached to our organization.

 Our section’s Oral History project started in 1988 using VHS. There is no age limit and several of our members were
interviewed in 1999. I have invited Pat Chan to come down (from the Bay area) to take oral histories of all members who
would like to be recorded – Student pilots to long term members, even those that were interviewed in 1999. She will come
down the last week of July. It’s time to create more of our timeless voices.

 Flabob SWS meeting. The entire section is hosting this event. We will partner with EAA#1 at Flabob. Friday there will be a
tour of March AFB Museum. Saturday night speaker, John Lyn will talk about Flavio & Bob and the history of Flabob airport.

 Our chapter publishes a dynamite newsletter. Lynn Meadows shared ways to publish a simple one page newsletter. Many
chapters don’t have even that. Thank you to Diane Myers for being our newsletter backbone.

 The Reno High Sierra chapter uses e-bay to sell aviation and military items. Lynn Meadows reported that their chapter has
raised over $11,000 since she started this project (2 or 3 years ago). She credits me with getting this going by giving her a box
of leftover Reno Air Race posters. I have been pleased and surprised to see that these old posters (that I could have easily
thrown out) bring in $12 - $14 each. What a great way to off load memorabilia and benefit her chapter.

The setting for our meeting.

Pat presenting the bylaws changes that will be presented
in Ottawa, at our International conference. Pat is a
member of our International bylaws committee.

Sunni Gibbons (Santa Maria Valley), Fearless Leader, Pat Prentiss, Paula Wilson & Mary McMahon (both Coyote Country)

The 99s Fly-In To The Laguna Beach Girl Scout House
By: Jean Billyou, Leader Girl Scout Cadette Troop 2165

On January 21, fearless flyers Irene Engard, Diane Myers,
Carol Bennett, Sarah Hufnagel and Angela Munoz
generously shared their experiences as women in aviation
with 24 eager Girl Scouts at the quaint Laguna Beach Girl Scout House.
The girls ages 11 to 15 from Cadette Troops 2165, 402 and 2324 were entranced by personal
stories of each woman’s passion for flight and the varied paths they have taken with
aviation as a career or prime pursuit.
The girls learned about the many different types of aircraft as well as flying professions and
functions. They learned how women have positively impacted the industry. Diane shared
her experiences from the commercial cockpit, Carol from her Civil Air Patrol search and
rescue role and introduction to it via the 99s, Sarah, the finesse women can bring to the
field of aviation mechanics, Angela the thrill of her first solo and Irene the inspiration and
action that came for her after being told of flying “you can’t do that” because she was a girl.
Ha! Say no more, just watch her go!
Sarah assembled a great slide show of aircraft and their uses. Neat images of aerobatics,
fire fighting and police work as well as stories about women in military aviation.
The Laguna Beach Girl Scouts can’t thank these lovely ladies enough for sharing their
passion and a big chunk of time with us. The girls will carry forward their new knowledge as
they pursue their My S.T.E.M. (science-technology-engineering-math) merit badge, which is
a brand new Orange County Girl Scout signature badge.
The steps to completing this merit badge include meeting professionals who use STEM
expertise in their fields (our adoptive 99s Flight Crew!), developing a new way of doing
something using STEM and to experience STEM in action. With a great marketing pitch by
Diane, the girls are eager to see and climb aboard aircraft at the upcoming Chino Planes of
Fame Airshow and OC’s own Lyon Air Museum. Many girls are eager to learn more about
the Civil Air Patrol Cadet program, as inspired by Carol.
Our visitor 99s were generous with their time and gave each girl a special participation patch
with the 99s insignia on it along with pamphlets about the mission of the 99s and CAP. Each
girl will wear their 99s patch with pride on their uniform as a souvenir of a wonderful
afternoon of sisterhood between the 99s and the Girl Scouts. Please see the photos with
this article, including our guests so well turned out in their uniforms.

We are so grateful to the 99s for bringing their STEM experiences to our girls. You are
helping build their courage and confidence to pursue their dreams!
We will hope to see our new friends soon up in the skies!
Best wishes, Jean Billyou, Leader Girl Scout Cadette Troop 2165

OC 99s: Angela Munoz, student pilot & Southwest Airlines Flight Attendant, Carol Bennett, CFI & CAP
Pilot, Irene Engard, Chapter Chair & pleasure pilot, Sarah Hufnagel, student pilot & student A&P mechanic,
Jean Billyou, GS leader, Diane Myers, Continental Airlines Captain (retired) & CFI

Another “non-fly-in” was a big success!

Sat, Jan 16, 2016

Our Fly-in Chair, Colleen, planned a fly-in to Bermuda Dunes for lunch at Murph’s Gaslight Grill. However, we ended up one airplane and pilot short.
In addition, the clouds were low, with an “unfriendly forecast” in the Banning pass. So the rest of us decided to fly to Flabob, close enough to squeeze
under the weather. Carol had flown there recently; I think I flew there 25 or so years ago, and the others had never been there.
Colleen, Julie, & Patty, we missed you.
Diane Myers
If you have never flown into Flabob Airport, you are in for a real treat when you go. This non tower airport, as Carol Bennett said, “has a tricky
Approach.” The downwind leg has you flying directly toward Mt Rubidoux with the cross on top of the mountain as a focal point. The turn to base is
tight and basically a U-turn. Most people over-shoot the final and make a wide swing back toward the threshold. Very tricky indeed!
Two airplanes with three passengers in each went to the non fly-in. Angela Munoz (student pilot) flew up and back, while Carol Bennett took over the
landings and also filed IFR as the WX deteriorated during the return flight. Becky Valdez enjoyed tracking the flight on her charts while acting as
photographer. Lena Wilson flew the other plane with Diane Myers and Irene Engard, who was extremely relaxed (after her morning massage) in the
back seat keeping CJ McMullin’s Snoopy company. Thanks to great local weather, all six of us enjoyed a nice meal outside on the picnic benches and
critiqued all of the incoming aircraft attempting to maneuver the pattern. Flabob has several hangers with very unique airplanes stored in them. We
walked around and met some talented mechanics who were busy working on their projects.
Becky Valdez

Flabob has a unique weather indicator. ——->
Did you know that some airplanes have zippers?
There is a lot to learn in this small hidden gem of an airport.
www.flabob.org/flabob.php
Flabob Airport is the seventh oldest
surviving airport in California. Founded in 1925 as Riverside's first civil
airport, Flabob is a paradise for homebuilders, antiquers, and everyone
devoted to sport and family aviation. We're a village of aviation nuts -"Flabobians" -- stuck in a 40s and 50s time warp.
Hanging rock—WX indicator

Snoopy & Irene buckled
in with headsets on

Enjoying an outdoors lunch at Flabob: Becky Valdez, Irene Engard,
Diane Myers, Carol Bennett, Lena Wilson, Angela Munoz

99s posing by Carol’s 172
Note—Mt Rubidoux visible over the nose

In the turn from downwind to base, 600' high Mt. Rubideaux seemingly reaches up to grab unawary
pilots and their aircraft. (Note the cross on top—directly in front of aircraft on downwind)
Returning to our planes after checking out the hangars
containing all sorts of interesting flying machines

Utube published Jan 10, 2013 Landing at Flabob (KRIR) Airport Runway 24 in HD, Riverside, CA.
Mt. Rubidoux is on the downwind-to-base turn.

https://youtu.be/VJlfZCmQ04U

Flopping in to Flabob
Submitted by Celia Vanderpool
6 November 2010
It was 8:30 in the morning, when we lifted the wing high abeam the top of
Mt. Rubidoux to drop altitude quickly and line up on final for one of the oldest
airports in CA. In the crisp fall air, the field looked like a time warp: vintage
planes bumping along in the grass to park alongside the narrow runway, while
military jeeps and people in uniforms from eras gone by, milled about to the
smells of bacon frying and the sounds of big bands. The easy pace and well
organized ground crews made for a very enjoyable day. A highlight, besides all of
the gorgeous airplanes, was hearing a WWII vet grab the mike and begin to tell
of the memories that came flooding back to him, as he heard the band play.
Little and big kids were lined up for airplane rides. The musical salute to all
branches of the service was a beautiful moment of reverence, as a pair of
Stearmans and a T-6 took to the air. It was a big day on a little airfield.
We should meet there for breakfast sometime!

Airplanes displayed at Flabob

Seadog liked this one! See the dog bone?

Celia kisses her Cessna 180 on his nose to
reassure him that she loves him best!

Non-Tower Airport Ops or… “Anybody There?”
Those of us who have been flying for quite some time have often
been to “uncontrolled” or “non-tower” airports. There are a
number of them in the SoCal area including Santa Paula,
Fla-Bob, Redlands, Big Bear, Fallbrook and Corona. As it
happens, I was based at Corona for about 15 years. It has no
tower, and was unfortunately in the news some years back for a
very nasty mid-air that killed not only the occupants of the 2
aircraft but also someone on the ground. For those who regularly
fly at Van Nuys, Burbank, Santa Monica, Whiteman or Camarillo, it’s easy to get
used to having the tower controllers there to help point out traffic and direct your
taxiing, take-offs, and landings. Below are some things you might want to think
about before you head to a non-tower airport – especially if
you’ve never been there before!
1. Watch for traffic! This is ultimately the very most
important rule in any traffic pattern, but especially when
there is no tower to coordinate traffic. All eyes in the
airplane should be scanning for other aircraft.
2. Be aware that radio broadcasts are not required at non-tower airports. An aircraft
in the pattern and not talking on the radio is perfectly legal. Another reason to
keep your eyes open! Obviously, radio broadcasts help, but not everyone will
make them, nor are they required. A good case in point is Santa Paula airport,
where there are all sorts of antique airplanes that have no electrical system
installed. Of course, there’s the other extreme, too, where some guy in the pattern
is using the radio so much, you can’t get a word in edgewise to let him or anyone
else know where you are.
3. Circle overhead on arrival, especially if you are unfamiliar or unsure where the
other traffic is. I’d recommend that you maintain at least 1500' AGL (pattern
altitude + 500 feet) while circling.
4. Check for segmented circle and windsock / wind tee / tetrahedron for
pattern and runway in use. Be aware that they may be hard to find,
or may be inaccurate. A wind tee is sometimes tied down at the tail
and used to indicate runway landing direction. If the wind has
shifted, it may be pointing the wrong way. (I actually saw this at
Agua Dulce once a long time ago.)
5. Look for other wind indicators such as flags, trees, blowing dust, to verify the
windsock indications.
6. Cross over the runway at 90° and watch to see what happens to your ground
track. This will help you determine the wind direction.
7. Do not blindly trust the person who may be monitoring the Unicom frequency and
responding to radio calls for information. That person may not have looked
outside lately, may not be a pilot, etc. Double check for yourself! If the airport
has an AWOS (Automated Weather Observation Station) listed, tune in and get the
latest information.
8. Check for other traffic in the pattern to see which way they are flying. They may
not be doing it the way you expect. Nice, neat, standard traffic patterns are not

required by regulation, but are recommended in the AIM, and also by common
sense, and general expectations.
9. Do fly the “Standard Pattern” for the airport. Other traffic is
not going to be expecting you to do a straight-in landing - even
if you are in a fast twin, you do not have the right-of-way (in
fact, it's just the opposite – slower traffic has right-of-way over
faster).
10.Enter downwind on a 45° and fly the pattern as published.
If no TPA (Traffic Pattern Altitude) is available to you, assume 1000' AGL. This
will help with noise abatement and also in spotting potential traffic conflicts.
11.Look for traffic in the opposite direction on final. An aircraft with no radio may
not have heard your broadcasts and if the wind is calm, might just have decided
to land the other way.
12.Broadcast intentions and airport name. Start and end your broadcasts with the
name of the airport so there will be no confusion on the Unicom frequency as to
which airport you are referring to. Frequencies aren’t as doubled up as they used
to be, but at Corona, you can often hear the traffic at Catalina because they’re
both using 122.7. Keep your communication short and to the point, too. If there
are a lot of airplanes in the area, everyone will appreciate it if you use the KISS
(Keep It Short and Sweet) principle. 
13.State your position accurately. Don't report over someplace you passed or haven't
reached yet. Check your VFR chart to see what the usual reporting points might
be for that airport - they'll be marked with little flags and the name of the point.
14.Check the pattern before takeoff - If you cannot see 360°, circle the
aircraft all the way around in the run-up area so you can
see the upwind, downwind, base and final legs of the
pattern. Watch for traffic landing in the opposite
direction while climbing out.
15.Do Your Homework First - Look up the frequency(ies) for the airport BEFORE you
go. These are on charts, in the Airport Facilities Directory, and also in some of the
commercially available flight guides. Make a note of anything unusual. Have the
Unicom frequency, TPA, Lighting info, runway length, etc. in a place where you
can see them quickly, in case things get suddenly busy and you have to look for
traffic instead of info.
Have a SAFE flight! 
Claudia Ferguson
Safety Chairman
San Fernando Valley 99s

© 2015 CK Ferguson

Saturday, Jan 23
What a treat! I got to fly with Pam Doddridge today in her beautiful new Carbon Cub: SNA—FUL for
brunch at the Wings Café.
With a gross weight of only 1300# the 180 hp engine gets that airplane off the runway in no time, even
with a 2nd person in the back. Tandem seating gives great visibility through new unscratched windows.
Pam’s panel is very sophisticated with ADS-B and choice of map or sectional presentation on the MFD.
The tires are huge and made for landing on soft surfaces; Pam said they let even some air out for landing
on rocky beaches.
~Diane Myers
I took a little video of the takeoff from SNA
and the pattern and landing at FUL ~
SNA
FUL

Autop

ilot

https://youtu.be/qFhO-c9_sNE
https://youtu.be/V36uvRev0Cw
Garmin G3X touch screen

Carbon fiber spinner

Pam pre-flighting at FUL for the flight back to SNA

Pam picked up her new carbon Cub in
Yakima, Washington on April 16, 2015.
She commented: “It's really pretty”

After taking possession of her new
Cub, Pam and her husband, Bill,
spent the week flying their Cubs (his
is mostly grey), “checking out all the
grass runways we can find in the
NW.”
“We found a beach landing strip, it
was actually on the chart with wind
socks”

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is!

Happy February Birthdays!
11 Marsha Arteaga
12 Marikay Lindstrom
17 Letty Bassler
26 Kelley Gorman
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please send the date to Becky Valdez, fxala@hotmail.com .

OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

